EFG Hold, a storage family with clean design and a wide variety of materials and finishes. Even in a flexible and digital office environment there is still a need for both functional and shared storage. Either placed near our own workstation, or in clustered units in the office landscape.
Sliding door storage units are perfect where space is limited or where doors left open could be an obstacle. The range includes traditional floor-standing cupboards as well as wall-hung, and with the possibility to add open book cases on top of the units. The doors can be equipped with key-, code- or RFID-locks. Plinths, legs and wheel-bases in different heights are available in a number of colours.

Selection of units:

1200 and 1600 units can fit one or several drawer sets which can be equipped with key- code- or RFID lock in the top drawer (SDS2).

EFG Hold’s thin edge band provides a clean and distinct look.
Towers in two heights and two depths for easy access next to the workstation. The single units have access from one side and can be switched from facing right to facing left. The shared unit has access from both sides with individual space on each side. All towers can be equipped with key-locks, code-locks or RFID-locks. All Tower versions and sizes can fit a drawer set which can be equipped with individual key-, code- or RFID-lock in the top drawer.

NEAR-WORKSTATION STORAGE, CAN BE ADJUSTED TO FACE LEFT OR RIGHT

Selection of units:

- S90T3RC
- S80T3LK
- S80T1RK

The single units can be supplied with metal top shelf for pencils and smaller items (S80TMI1/ S80TMI).

The shared towers with access to half a unit from each side, are divided by a thin metal wall. Drawer unit can be fitted on each side.
ASSORTMENT MODULES

TOWERS
Units in two heights and two depths. Width 400 mm. Right (R) and Left (L) units can easily be reversed to face the other direction. Shared units for access to half a unit from each side. Drawer set and other accessories available as option.

SLIDING DOORS
Units in two heights and three widths. Depth 400 mm. Choose a base from the list below; plinth, metal stand or wheel base. Drawer set and other accessories available as option.

OPEN BOOKCASES
Add-ons for sliding door cabinets.

OPTIONS
W - unit is also possible to mount on wall
A - unit is also possible to place on top of other unit
D - handles placed on the lower part of the door
U - handles placed on the upper part of the door, on units where low placement is possible
H - incl wardrobe incl hanger

BASES
Plinth Plastic  Height 70 mm
Plinth Laminate  Height 70 mm
Wheel base  Height 94 mm
Stand Metal Low  Height 230 mm
MATERIALS AND FINISHES

FRONTS

- Lacquer
  - 65 ∙ GREY
  - 69 ∙ SALMON
  - 62 ∙ SILVER
  - 24 ∙ BLACK
- Knob
  - Available on all Hold units
- Bail handle
  - Available on all Hold units. Longer version on Towers
- Recessed cup
  - Available only on Hold sliding doors

FRAME

- Veneer
  - A2 ∙ ASH WHITE
  - A3 ∙ NATURAL BIRCH
- Metal stand
  - Two heights, 94 mm and 235 mm.

SHELVES, PARTITIONS AND BACKS*

- Laminate
  - MB ∙ BIRCH
  - MR ∙ BIRCH
  - ME ∙ OAK
- Veneer
  - A2 ∙ ASH WHITE
  - A3 ∙ NATURAL BIRCH

PLINTH

- Plastic**
  - MV ∙ WHITE
  - NE ∙ ANTHRACITE
- Lacquer
  - NCS 0502-G50Y
- Veneer
  - A2 ∙ ASH WHITE

HANDLES

- Knob
  - Available on all Hold units
- Bail handle
  - Available on all Hold units. Longer version on Towers
- Recessed cup
  - Available only on Hold sliding doors

BASES

- Metal stand
  - Two heights, 94 mm and 235 mm.

LOCKS

- Key lock
  - Available on all units
- Code lock
  - Available on all units. White as standard, black on fronts in MA
- RFID lock
  - Available on all units except 800 mm wide sliding door units

* Towers available with white inside only.
** for 800, 1200 and 1600 mm wide modules.